FSCC Meeting Minutes March 23, 2022

Minutes approved

No reports from Academic Standards at this time.

Members discussed current policy on credits shown on web site, however, the FSCC did not recall ever receiving any requests regarding the policy on credits. The committee suggested that the link and description of the credit policy be removed from the web site. Approved.

Discussed need to establish a committee to develop policies and processes for handling experimental courses as current process is non existent or invalid. Moved and approved the removal of current form.

Discussed the Climate Science proposal. Though some questions remain there is support from Design and CALS. CALS will need to complete their courses. Program governance and learning pathways may need further refinement. The Committee decided to approve the proposal unanimously.

There was some additional discussion on GED lists. Beth Hartman from WISE presented the proposal to include WIDE 401x. The course would provide guidance to STEM women on personal finance and life skills. Approved unanimously.

Meeting adjourned.